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Reflections of a Khmer Soul, by Navy Phim, is a narrative by a Cambodian American female who attempts to make sense of the war in Cambodia by reflecting on her life experiences. Though time and distance have taken Phim away from Cambodia’s war, experiences with family, identity, and her travels abroad provide lenses through which she returns to make sense of what happened. As I read her narrative with the lens of a 1.5-generation Cambodian American and former middle school teacher, who has taught many Cambodian students sharing in this experience, I find that Phim’s book has strengths and weaknesses. Strengths include Phim’s ability to convey the reality that all Cambodians experienced the war differently. Her writing also illustrates resilience among refugees. Though her narrative is personal, Phim’s stories also unify readers along lines of nationality, ethnicity, and life experience. Parts of her story have important implications for educators working with students from immigrant families as well. On the other hand, I believe that her book demonstrates two weaknesses: structure and bias. Phim’s thoughts are organized in “parts” based on themes that are interesting to read, but not clearly defined. Though the organization of this book may delight readers who enjoy mosaic journeys, an audience drawn to linearity in storytelling may find this book “difficult” to read. Towards the end of her narrative, she also hurls remarks about “rich” and “poor” Cambodian refugees that some readers may find to be disingenuous and dangerous.

Parts one and two of Phim’s book discusses her family’s journey from Cambodia to the United States. Born on April 9, 1975, her physical journey begins as the war in Cambodia shifts from a boil to an explosion that later transforms her native country into the Killing Fields, led by the Khmer Rouge. One of the Khmer Rouge’s goals was to exterminate educated Cambodians and urban elites. As farmers, Phim’s parents’ status protected them from the Khmer Rouge. Their background allowed her family the option to emigrate from Cambodia, whereas other Cambodians whose families were targeted by the Khmer Rouge viewed emigration as a necessity for survival. In fact, the only reason why Phim’s parents traveled to Thailand in the first place is...
to help her paternal grandparents smuggle goods into Cambodia for re-sale. Instead of returning to Cambodia, her parents decided to enter the Thai refugee camp with other Cambodian refugees. Of this experience, Phim writes, “my mother portrayed the road to America as packed with accidental good fortune and a dash of good karma” (p. 12). I wonder how many Cambodian refugees were fortunate enough to describe their experience in this way? Based on this unique perspective, I believe that Phim’s story is important for understanding that all Cambodians did not experience the war equally.

Phim’s reflections on life in the refugee camp are also important, because she contributes a different image of refugees by not focusing on destitute memories. Instead, her narrative reflects the innocence and optimism of a child who still found humor, comfort, and love among those around her during this terrible time. Phim also writes about a makeshift economy that refugees built discretely, despite threats from Thai soldiers patrolling the camp. Images illustrated through Phim’s writing portray Cambodian refugees as strong, clever, brave, and agentive. This perspective is often missing in literature about refugees.

Part two highlights Phim’s family’s story about resettlement in Long Beach, California. Although she focuses exclusively on her family’s experience, Phim intelligently exhibits topics relatable to many Cambodian Americans and other U.S. immigrants. Connections are merged between readers as she writes about her mother’s garden that grows vegetables common to Khmer dishes, debates over skin color and beauty among relatives, and traditional medicinal practices such as coining or “kaus kjol.” Written as her own story, these reflections are really about acculturation in the U.S. Read in this way, other immigrants in the U.S. may find their own experiences reflected in Phim’s narrative.

Followed by stories of Phim’s family’s journey to the U.S. are her reflections on Cambodia’s culture and history (part three) and an analysis of how her hyphenated Cambodian American identity fit into her definition of what it means to be Khmer after the war (part four). In this part of her book, she recites Cambodian mythology to emphasize the strength of Cambodia’s history. She also uses metaphors of multicolored fabrics in traditional Khmer clothing to describe the phenotypic diversity of Cambodian people. This metaphor powerfully expresses how Cambodians look different individually, but as a group we re-create the fabric of Khmer history and culture. Her writing also shows that it is our different features that keep us connected to other people in the world.

By reflecting on her own identity as a hyphenated Cambodian American, Phim suggests that the Cambodian diaspora now adds another dimension to what it means to be Khmer. Her narrative reveals moments when she feels caught along this border. Despite her ambivalence at times, Phim’s physical identification as an ethnic outsider in the U.S. often forced her to act as a representative for all Cambodian immigrants. Her story reveals that these feelings were heightened when inquisitive non-Cambodians, like her schoolteachers, asked questions related to the war. As a child educated in the U.S. public school system, how could she know such answers if this subject is rarely taught? Consequently, Phim recalls feelings of embarrassment for being asked these questions, and shame when she did not know the answer.

This story has many important implications for educators working with students from immigrant backgrounds. First, Phim’s narrative highlights the importance of creating opportunities for Cambodian American students to learn about their family’s history in school, because it helps youth understand themselves as well. Her story also validates the need for educators to be conscious of teaching students about their family’s history in ways that do not marginalize them in class. By including content that represents the histories and interests of
students in the classroom, some scholars argue that students who are personally connected to curriculum will be more motivated to learn and feel like leaders in school (Ladson-Billings, 1992a, 1992b, 1995, 1997). Since the high school graduation rate of Cambodian American students lingers below 50% (Southeast Asia Resource Action Center [SEARAC], 2004), I believe that Phim’s narrative is timely and critical.

As she grew older, Phim recalls searching through books and biographies written by Cambodian authors to piece together an explanation for why the war in Cambodia occurred. Here she reminds readers that she is not alone on this mission. Phim writes, “there have been many ill-fated attempts to create, inspire, and unite our shattered identities. Internet communities, forum discussions, literary journals, and other types of websites have sprung out of our desire to heal and educate ourselves and others” (p. 67). Phim’s comment is significant for researchers who express concern over Cambodian Americans’ forced integration into pan-ethnic categories in many U.S. institutions (Kiang, 2006; Lee, 2006). As an extension of Kiang (2006) and Lee’s (2006) research, I believe that Phim’s point accurately conveys the fact that many Cambodian Americans are looking to learn more about their own unique ethnic identity. I also agree with Phim’s sentiment that learning is largely based on “whether or not we care to know and make the time to educate ourselves and begin the journey toward healing and understanding” (p. 69). Adding to this comment, I argue that the work to learn, discuss, analyze, and heal should also be done collaboratively with educators and community members.

When she visits Cambodia as an adult, she witnesses how wealthy Cambodians treated their servants with cruelty. Though angry at the war in Cambodia, these behaviors among the wealthy towards their workers compel Phim to try and understand why some Cambodians may have been angry enough to side with the Khmer Rouge. Stuck between hating the Khmer Rouge and empathizing with the poor, Phim turns to religion and questions how a higher being could ever allow people to treat each other this way. While Phim questions her faith, she ties these thoughts to other moments in history, such as the Holocaust. As Phim shares her struggle to hate and empathize with victimizers and victims simultaneously, her writing exudes the strength of unity. Moreover, Phim’s narrative reveals that the struggle to understand and heal is both historical and global.

The last section of her book, part seven, contains Phim’s final reflections on the war in Cambodia, identity, family, culture, and humanity. With the exception of her discussion about rich and poor Cambodian immigrants in the U.S., this section is mainly a continuation of thoughts presented earlier in her book. Thus, this part is aptly titled “Final Thoughts.”

Phim’s elaboration of her biases about rich and poor Cambodian refugees and immigrants, subtitled “An Undisputed Truth,” is a new addition to her reflections. I believe that it is also the biggest weakness in her book. In “An Undisputed Truth,” Phim juxtaposes rich and poor Cambodian immigrants. She writes, “in my mind’s eye, I can divide the Cambodian community of Long Beach into two types based on their previous status in Cambodia, the rich city people and the poor farmers. The former has little problem making it in America” (p. 132). In response to this allegation, I pose the question: How many rich Cambodian refugees actually came to the U.S.?

As a child of educated parents who were once fairly wealthy before the war, I take offense to this statement. Like many refugees in the U.S., my family found that employers were less than impressed by my parents’ former wealth and education from Cambodia. Similar to many Cambodian refugees’ stories documented in research (Ong, 2003), my family dealt with
poverty, discouragement from schools, racism from neighbors, and exploitation from employers. How are we more privileged than Phim’s family?

This part of Phim’s book is also deceptive because the author is privileged in ways that she does not acknowledge. To the neglect of her own elite status, she writes, “I am familiar with the farmers of Cambodia, which include my parents . . . our parents were sweatshop workers . . . or at the factories twelve hours a day” (pp. 132-133). Despite this claim, various aspects of her identity and experience set Phim apart from Cambodian immigrants who are less privileged. For example, Phim writes that “both of my parents are literate” (p. 130), but does not explain that of the 69% of Cambodian Americans who were foreign born, 26.2% of that population (age 25 and over) had no formal schooling (Ngo, 2006). This is significant because the fact that Phim and I are both college educated is related to our parents’ literacy, which helped us navigate the U.S. school system more successfully than students whose parents are not literate (Schmid, 2001). Phim also shares a story about her college orientation, but ignores the fact that she is a member of only 9.1% of Cambodians (age 25 and older) who actually holds a bachelor’s degree (SEARAC, 2004). Though Phim’s statement attempts to paint her narrative as being uniquely different based on her family’s socioeconomic background, I find her comment to be clumsy and dangerous. Not only is she lacking transparency, but her comment undermines data pointing to the reality of educational and economic disparities among many Cambodian Americans in the U.S. (Ong, 2003; Reyes, 2006; SEARAC, 2004), which are often masked by their placement into pan-Asian categories (Kiang, 2006; Lee, 2006). These realities exist regardless of how wealthy some Cambodians once were prior to the war. Readers, especially Cambodian Americans whose experiences are similar to mine, should take caution when approaching this part of her story.

Although there are some weaknesses in Phim’s Reflections of a Khmer Soul, I believe that the strengths in her book make it a valuable read for multiple audiences. As a middle school math teacher who was often asked by my Cambodian students about what happened in Cambodia, I believe that Phim’s book is extremely important for Cambodian American youth and educators. Above all, Reflections of a Khmer Soul represents Phim’s journey to understand her identity and make sense of Cambodia’s war and its aftermath. Phim recognizes that many refugees are learning, reflecting, and healing in different ways. For those who are not engaged in this work, her narrative urges them to start.
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